These and countless other lines signify how intuitively we recognize that our lives are influenced by time and season. Now scientists are finding evidence to support the poets. For example, are you: • A "morning person," brimming with energy and accomplishing mountains of work while others arestill ungluing sleepy eyes? • A "night person" who comes alive when the rest of the world takes to bed? • An insomniac who awakens in the wee hours and tosses and turns thinking about your troubles? • A "seasonal depressive" who is downcast in winter? • A frequent traveler discombobulated by jet lag? • A shift worker who is thrown out of sync every time your job schedule is rotated? • A wintertime "fatty"-like an animal prepared to hibernate--and do you shed weight during the summer? • Sexier in the spring? • Sluggish after lunch, so you wish you lived in a culture that has a siesta time?
CHRONOBIOLOGY: "ITS HOUR COME ROUND AT LAST" These situations and many others are believed to reflect both the normal operations and some familiar disruptions of our biological clocks. Chronobiology is the field of science and medicine that explores the many bodily changes governed by the hours and the seasons.
Our bodies have internal rhythms that make us sleepyat night, allow us to awake alert in the morning, cause us to grow hungryat mealtimes, and produce low body temperature in the middle of the night that rises to a high point in the daytime. A varietyof hormones ebb and flow likeclockwork. Nearly every function of the body exhibits a 25-hour pattern. As one team of researchers put it: "Our biological rhythms make each of us a microcosm of the geophysical world."
The link to the outside world in creating these bodily rhythms may be quite specific. Investigators are finding, for example, that exposure to light can reset the biological clocks that regulate many body functions. Light or dark falling on the eyes transmits messages to the pineal gland of the brain, orchestrating a great varietyof hormonal activities. These hormones affect sleep, hunges exual desire, moods, temperature, alertness, thinking ... indeed, almosteverything.
Manyexperiments with animals indicate that changing the duration of light in their environments or eliminating the pineal light/dark regulator puts them out of synchrony with nature. They don't mate at the usual time, birds maynot migrate, deers' antlers grow in the wrong season, ana animals don't hibemate.
Some key human disturbances are being studied and treated in the Institute of Chronobiology at New York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center in White Plains, NY, and quite a few other research facilities around the world.
DELAYED SLEEP PHASE SYNDROME -A FORM OF INSOMNIA
Leftto itself, our body tends to run on a slightly longer schedule than 24 hours -a 25-hour cycle. Some mechanism continually resets our biological clocks so that most of us can go to sleep at the same time as the night before even though our bodies could hang in for another hour and we agree to wake up even though forces within us lobby to sleep later.
Conflict between natural biological rhythms and adjustments required by life's demands may be responsible for a type of insomnia called delayed sleep phase insomnia. People with this condition are consistently unableto fall asleep at the desired time. They tend to be extreme "night owls," and often feel most productive late at night. They often have neither the ability nor the desire to sleep until 3 or 4 a.m. And once asleep, theyvirtuallyneed explosives to get them up for work in the 9-to-5 world. If they fall asleep at 3 a.m. and are forced to rise at7 a.m., theproblemremains; exhaustion won't reset the biologic clock A treatment approach that has helped is going to sleep progressively later. On the first night, instead of 3 a.m., the person holds off until 6 a.m. He or she gets the normal amountof sleep, waking up at perhaps 1 p.m. The next night, sleeping and working are put off yet another three hours. This is continued until the desired bedtime is reached.
Once the innerclock is on the same schedule as "outer time" and living requirements, the person muststickto it, since regularity is critical to maintaining the time frame. Older people tend to take naps during the day and can't sleep through the night. Scientists find that older body clocks seem to speed up. Perhaps they run so fast that they can't synchronize with a 24-hour day. Shift workers, who get switched from days to nights, as well as those who moonlight on second jobs, also tend to have sleep difficulties. Both groups have biological rhythms out of tune with their schedules.
There are also many other causes of insomnia, unrelated to biological rhythms. Doctors can manage many of these or can refer patients to sleep disorder specialists.
JET LAG CALLS FOR READJUSTMENT
Those traveling to different time zones mustadjust to the new times for night and day, then must readjust once they are home. The strategy to prevent problems depends on the trip. Someone going to a different time zone for a brief stay should avoid adjusting to the local time.
If one is to be in the new setting for a couple of weeks, it's best to adjust quickly. Get involved in its schedules. Be exposed to its light and dark. Delay going to sleep in order to get in step.
Travel in a westward direction is easier for most people's biological clock adjustments than travel to the east. Traveling west means longer days, which is what our bodies want anyway. Then, by denying oneselfsome sleep, it's easy to fit into local patterns.
Traveling eastward means shortening the day. This can be both difficult and stressful.
Among the remedies being tested are short-acting sleep medications taken for a few nights. Recent studies have shown these to be promising as aids to timezone or work-schedule adjustments. But further studies are necessary before we can be certain how best to handle these changes. Handle them we must, however, as travel for business and rotating work shifts becomes ever more common.
Chronobiology is aimed at unraveling these and the manyother mysteries of emotions and functions that are linked to our inner biological clocks. Md., propose that the timing of these patients' sleep stages is advanced: Sleep stages that normallyoccur nearthe end of sleep happen instead at the beginning. Studies in which the researchers systematically wake these people early, depriving them of some sleep, have helped restore normal sleep patterns and relieve depression.
There are other clues linking depression to malfunctions of our biological clocks. For one, it generally occurs in cyclesrunning its course, disappearing, then returning at a future time. Depression is often worse in the morning and lifts as the day progresses.
There are also seasonal variations -April being, indeed, the cruelest month. Springtime is the season of the most hospital admissions for depression, the most electroconvulsive treatments for
